
The Virtual Poetry Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 4 June 2020.

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS: Tuesday 9 June 2020

Present: 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 
Adele Duffield 
Roger Gould 
Lesley Pemberton 
Sue Thomason 

Welcome to our seventh Virtual Poetry Group of the lockdown, which “met” on Thursday 4 June 
2020.

Please comment on each poem and send your comments to me, by Monday night, 8 June. 
It will help me manage my inbox if you choose a subject line for the email containing VPG plus the 
date of the moot. Example: VPG_4_Jun_2020.pdf

Just open the email again which has the PDF attached to it and press Reply.
When I get your comments back I will append them to the appropriate contribution in an update to 
these proceedings, which I will email back to you as: VPG_4_Jun_2020[COMMENTED].pdf
For reference, there’s a list of past (commented) PDFs here:

www.whitbywriters.com/proceedings-of-virtual-meetings 

Click an item on the list, and the chosen PDF will be downloaded to your computer.

Guest Poems: 
R.S. Thomas, Lore, chosen by Veronica.
John Lehmann, This Excellent Machine, chosen by Ian.
Seamus Heaney, Mossbawn, Part 1, chosen by Adele.
Seamus Heaney, A Constable Calls, chosen by Roger.
Jenny Joseph, Warning, chosen by Lesley.
Marilyn Hacker, O little one, this longing is the pits, chosen by Sue. 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Veronica Carolan

Lore

Job Davies, eighty-five
Winters old, and still alive
After the slow poison
and treachery of the seasons.
 
Miserable? Kick my arse!
It needs more than the rain’s hearse,
Wind-drawn to pull me off
The great perch of my laugh.
 
What’s living but courage?
Paunch full of hot porridge,
Nerves strengthened with tea,
Peat-black dawn found me
 
Mowing where the grass grew,
Bearded with golden dew.
Rhythm of the long scythe
Kept this tall frame lithe.
 
What to do? Stay green.
Never mind the machine,
Whose fuel is human souls.
Live large, man, and dream small.

R.S. Thomas

–––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
One of  the things I respect about the poetry of  RS Thomas is that he is under no illusions as to the 

hardships of  his parishioners, and he tells it as he finds it.  He does not romanticise and yet he draws us into 
sympathy with his characters by the truth of  his poetry.  This poem is no exception.  Thomas manages to 
capture the relentless wear of  the seasons whilst revealing the strength of  character of  Job Davies, who seizes 
life with both hands and a grim humour. 

IAN
They don’t make men like that any more. But I guess these were survivors, of  the grinding hardship of  the 

pre-war English countryside. 
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Ian Clark

This Excellent Machine

This excellent machine is neatly planned,
A child, a half-wit, would not feel perplexed:
No chance to err, you simply press the button –
At once, each cog in motion moves the next,
The whole revolves, and anything that lives
Is quickly sucked towards the running band,
Where, shot between the automatic knives,
It’s guaranteed to finish dead as mutton.

This excellent machine will illustrate
The modern world divided into nations:
So neatly planned, that if you merely tap it
The armaments will start their devastations,
And, though we’re for it, though we’re all convinced
Some fool will press the button soon or late,
We stand and stare, expecting to be minced –
And very few are asking Why not scrap it?

John Lehmann
1932

–––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
A new poet to me.  The observations of  this poem are as cutting as the machine it describes, and if  its 

challenge were taken up (how many of  us have given up asking?) the effect would be devastating for the politics 
and economies of  the nuclear powers.  There is a subtle rhyming pattern which isn’t immediately obvious. 
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Adele Duffield

Mossbawn
(Two Poems in Dedication to Mary Heaney) 

I. Sunlight

There was a sunlit absence. 
The helmeted pump in the yard  
heated its iron, 
water honeyed

in the slung bucket 
and the sun stood  
like a griddle cooling  
against the wall

of each long afternoon. 
So, her hands scuffled  
over the bakeboard, 
the reddening stove

sent its plaque of heat 
against her where she stood  
in a floury apron  
by the window.

Now she dusts the board  
with a goose’s wing, 
now sits, broad-lapped, 
with whitened nails

and measling shins: 
here is a space  
again, the scone rising  
to the tick of two clocks.

And here is love  
like a tinsmith’s scoop  
sunk past its gleam 
in the meal-bin.

Seamus Heaney 
From “North”, 1975
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VERONICA
I wondered why this poem is broken into lines of  four.  I came to the conclusion that Heaney creates an 

intentional hiatus between one image and the next, which has the effect of  stilling each moment observed into 
mindfulness.  It’s as though we can follow his train of  thought in real time. The amount of  domestic detail is 
wonderful: the griddle, the goose’s wing, the nails whitened by flour underneath the tips. I love the ‘measling’ 
shins - such a subtle way of  indicating age (I took it to mean age spots, but why not arms?), as does the image of  
the tinsmith’s gleam (who else would have come up with that?).  He shares the recognition of  love’s presence 
steeped in the ordinariness of  routine.  This reminds me of  ‘Do you love me?’ From Fiddler on the Roof. 

https://www.allmusicals.com/lyrics/fiddlerontheroof/doyouloveme.htm  

IAN
It never fails to surprise me how evocative of  place and scenery Irish poets can be. Also American ones 

(though usually of  Irish extraction). Surprising to me because I’ve never seen anything like the places and scenes 
here described. 
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Roger Gould

A Constable Calls
His bicycle stood at the window-sill,
The rubber cowl of a mud-splasher
Skirting the front mudguard,
Its fat black handlegrips

Heating in sunlight, the "spud"
Of the dynamo gleaming and cocked back,
The pedal treads hanging relieved
Of the boot of the law.

His cap was upside down
On the floor, next his chair.
The line of its pressure ran like a bevel
In his slightly sweating hair.

He had unstrapped
The heavy ledger, and my father
Was making tillage returns
In acres, roods, and perches.

Arithmetic and fear.
I sat staring at the polished holster
With its buttoned flap, the braid cord
Looped into the revolver butt.

"Any other root crops?
Mangolds? Marrowstems? Anything like that?"
"No." But was there not a line
Of turnips where the seed ran out

In the potato field? I assumed
Small guilts and sat
Imagining the black hole in the barracks.
He stood up, shifted the baton-case

Further round on his belt,
Closed the domesday book,
Fitted his cap back with two hands,
And looked at me as he said goodbye.

A shadow bobbed in the window.
He was snapping the carrier spring
Over the ledger. His boot pushed off
And the bicycle ticked, ticked, ticked.

Seamus Heaney
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VERONICA
This time the division into four lines annoyed me! He is telling a story and the gaps got in the way of  the 

narrative for me. 
There is no rhyme in this poem, so I found the line in v3 ‘in his slightly sweating hair’ (rhyming with chair) to 

stand out, which took me away from the flow (hair doesn’t sweat).  However, thereafter I was drawn in again.  
He is remembering the scene from a position of  adult knowledge (v5) and yet we understand the feelings of  the 
small boy as he watches this man with his symbols of  power. 

IAN
The fact that a major part of  the British Isles had to be held down by repression for much of  its history is 

something we all prefer to ignore (this side of  the Irish Sea). Here it is, in its local variation. Something you 
learned young. 
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Lesley Pemberton

WARNING
When I am an old woman I shall wear purple
With a red hat which doesn’t go, and doesn’t suit me.
And I shall spend my pension on brandy and summer gloves
And satin sandals, and say we’ve no money for butter.
I shall sit down on the pavement when I’m tired
And gobble up samples in shops and press alarm bells
And run my stick along the public railings
And make up for the sobriety of my youth.
I shall go out in my slippers in the rain
And pick flowers in other people’s gardens
And learn to spit.

You can wear terrible shirts and grow more fat
And eat three pounds of sausages at a go
Or only bread and pickle for a week
And hoard pens and pencils and beermats and things in boxes.

But now we must have clothes that keep us dry
And pay our rent and not swear in the street
And set a good example for the children.
We must have friends to dinner and read the papers.

But maybe I ought to practise a little now?
So people who know me are not too shocked and surprised
When suddenly I am old, and start to wear purple.

Jenny Joseph
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VERONICA
Delightful.  A thumb to convention and respectability with the freedom of  old age.  Well-known but still 

makes me smile. 

IAN
I used to live in seaside towns (even before I encountered Whitby) and geriatric tearaways were not 

uncommon. Old eccentrics were sad cases if  they were men, but the women always struck me as retaining a bit 
of  style: ladling on the attar of  roses and wearing outrageous hats (which had false fruit on them back then).  

Ever read Travels With My Aunt, by Graham Greene? If  he hadn’t gone in for dark mystery, he’d have been an 
elder-day Terry Pratchett – as this book shows. 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Sue Thomason

O little one, this longing is the pits 

O little one, this longing is the pits. 
I’m horny as a timber wolf in heat. 
Three times a night, I tangle up the sheet. 
I seem to flirt with everything with tits: 
Karyn at lunch, who knows I think she’s cute; 
my ex, the D.A. on the Sex Crimes Squad; 
Iva’s gnarled, canny New England god- 
mother, who was my Saturday night date. 
I’m trying to take things one at a time: 
situps at bedtime, less coffee, less meat, 
more showers, till a remedy appears. 
Since there’s already quite enough Sex Crime, 
I think I ought to be kept off the street. 
What are you doing for the next five years? 

Marilyn Hacker 

––––––––––––––––––– 
VERONICA

Another unfamiliar poet to me.  An unusual poem. Hacker is American, so I guessed the ‘male’ language 
would preclude lesbian longing (would she be so blatant otherwise?).  However, on reading up on her in Poetry 
Archive, I see that this ambivalence is expressive of  her own experience.  The last line confuses me.  Who is she 
talking to?  Doesn’t make sense other than a rhyme for ‘appears’.  Interesting. 

IAN
Dare one prescribe cold showers to an American? 
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Now for our own poems… 

Veronica evokes powerful farmyard images from her childhood. 
Ian talks DNA in a true-life whodunnit which earned a scientist a knighthood. 
Adele reminds us of  the days when milk was delivered to the door. 
Roger paints a heartrending portrait of  one who has suffered appalling abuse. 
Lesley contemplates an enigmatic state which might be love. 
Sue captures the essence of  a child’s cross-country rail journey. 

 

–––––––––––––––––––––––

ADELE
Again, some strange synergy between the group with Roger and I both choosing Seamus Heaney.  Brilliant. 
Lovely to read all the guest poems, many of  which I did not know.  It always gives me a taste for the new so I 

can go off  and read more.  Thank you for your choices everyone. 
…and our own poems. 
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Veronica Carolan

Childhood

Roots and shoots and hobnail boots,
cats and hats and worn-out mats,
workbench tools and old kagouls,
all in my grandad’s barn.

Hingeless doors, bare earth floors
age-old seeds, electric leads,
cobwebs and mop heads, compost for veg beds
all could be found in his barn.

Pails and bales, spades and nails,
grandchildren’s swing and balls of brown string,
bikes and trikes, a rucksack for hikes,
a treasure-trove kept in the barn.

Dusty and musty and all things fusty,
paint tins and varnish, ironwork part-tarnished,
things I remember from August-September,
those childhood days in the barn.

8.5.20

–––––––––––––––––––

ROGER 
A clever internal rhyme in every line and the ‘barn’ recurring at the end of  each verse give it a strength, which 

is needed when making this form of  list poem. Beautifully observed too, very nostalgic. 

SUE
I really enjoyed this! Works brilliantly as a Catalogue of  Stuff  that perfectly captures the clutter and ambience 

of  the barn. I also really enjoy the insistent internal rhyme-scheme, which is a) cleverly done, and b) evocative of  
childhood. If  I maybe wanted to tighten up anything in this poem, it would be the rhythm... should the rhythm 
be as strict and insistent as the rhyme-scheme, or would that be too much of  a good thing? 

VERONICA
My grandfather and great uncle shared a huge double shed in the garden.  Some of  this is imagination, some 

not.  There was a swing but no bales! 

LESLEY
A jaunty, rhythmic poem that’s a pleasure to read. It evokes a happy childhood in summer holidays, exploring 

all those ‘treasures’ in Grandad’s barn. 
The rhythm and repetitive rhymes reminded me of  the Joni Mitchell song, ‘Both Sides, Now’. 
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ADELE
I love the internal rhyming, the assonance and the rhythm of  your poem.  Also, the pictures it paints without 

being forced by your rhyme scheme; a very evocative image and takes me back to my childhood. 

IAN
Beautifully evocative, almost a Constable picture of  the countryside. And in the rhyme (if  not the metre) I 

fancy I can hear These Are A Few Of  My Favourite Things – sung to the swirl of  a Viennese waltz. 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Ian Clark

DNA Profiling
or: Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr nebst fragmentarischer Biographie des Kapellmeisters Johannes Kreisler in zufälligen 
Makulaturblättern (Life-Insights of  Tomcat Murr together with a fragmentary Biography of  the Orchestral 
Conductor Johannes Kreisler on Random Sheets of  Waste Paper), by E.T.A. Hoffmann, 1819. 

1985: Professor Jeffreys
of well-known Leicester University,
believing that his expertise was fit
to put to work on solving mysteries,
undertook to find a murderer
on evidence supplied by DNA.

1988: Colin Pitchfork,
masterly at icing wedding cakes,
less delicate in how he treated women,
subsequently tried for rape and murder,
became the first to be convicted
on evidence supplied by DNA.

1819: E.T.A. Hoffman
wrote a bizarre absurdist novel
about a sensitive, disturbed musician
whose story mischanced to be bound up
with surplus pages from a different book
used by the printer to divide the sheets.

So you’d be reading of the miseries
of sad, tormented Johannes Kreisler,
when suddenly you have this “Kater Murr”
instructing you on how to cultivate
yourself to grow to be just like the author:
a great big fat insufferable tomcat.

Our DNA is just like Kater Murr –
a melding of two books: one apposite,
the other random. Meaningless indeed,
with no known function but to slow our growth
and incidentally to characterise
each one of us precisely and uniquely.

Our DNA encodes exact instructions
on how to build from basic nutrients
the frame of Ian, Roger, Sue, Veronica.
In the days before it could be sequenced,
the way to read it was a lab procedure
going by the name of Southern blotting.

Take any book – perhaps The Book of Life –
Cut it into strips, one line apiece.
Cut each strip into its sentences.
Glue all strips of equal length, stack short to tall
to form a bar chart – the spiky line
along the top’s the DNA Profile.

Southern blotting replicates this process.
The full-stop of each chopped-out sentence
is negatively charged, which gives
the “A” in DNA: standing for “Acid”.
Electrolyse the gel – like silverplating –
each sentence turns into a little train

pulled along by equi-powered engines.
How far each train proceeds within an hour
depends precisely on how long it is.
So… bands collect upon the blotting paper
that make, for you and me, a unique pattern
identifying each of us precisely.

Forced by DNA to free their suspect,
Leicestershire Police, in desperation,
took blood samples from every local man.
Seeing discovery creep up on him,
Pitchfork paid a friend to act as stand-in.
But then he boasted of it in the pub.

At last the perpetrator was arrested.
Alec Jeffreys was cock-a-hoop.
Now the chance to show a perfect match
between the suspect and the scene-of-crime.
But the police forbade it: dared not risk
the wrong result spoiling a solid case.

Thus, to this very day, nobody knows
if the convicted murderer’s DNA
matches the sample from the scene-of-crime.
Dreadful science; but a solid case
from the police perspective. The suspect
confessed; further corroboration found.

Colin Pitchfork got a lifetime sentence.
Alec Jeffreys got himself a knighthood.
Both men got their just desserts, thanks to
DNA Profiling. This shows how people
are related – any living creatures –
empowering us to map the Tree of Life.

And so we see within our DNA
how half our life portrays a valiant hero
rising past hazards in this cruel world,
aspiring to some nobler ideal.
The other half: a tale told by a tomcat:
sound and fury – signifying nothing. 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ROGER 
This was fascinating. A prose poem? I’m never quite sure what constitutes one. It was an elegant explanation 

of  both DNA and its first success. 

SUE
I feel I’m missing something here, because I am set up to read two unconnected alternating stories, and I am 

not finding them. Apologies for my stupidity, I have not got the point. 

VERONICA
I found this fascinating, although I wouldn’t call it a poem. I am in awe of  your erudition, Ian! This is a very 

clever intertwining of  science and literature and an ideal illustration of  the process of  DNA profiling.  I enjoyed 
this very much. 

LESLEY
The (prose?) poem has twists and turns like the double helix of  DNA. I didn’t quite understand the part 

about the ‘Hoffman novel’ but maybe that’s because I’m not familiar with the story. It highlights the initial 
doubts about using DNA Profiling to convict someone of  a crime but now, of  course, the science has 
progressed and it is widely used. 

ADELE
I didn’t think I was going to get along with this poem but I found it intriguing and amusing by similar 

degrees.  Very clever and well thought through as usual Ian.  Your work is always an education to me. 

IAN
Don’t run away with the idea I’m some sort of  polymath. This is occupational expertise coming out, from my 

days as a government scientist researching the applications of  computers to policing and forensic science. I’ve 
published professional papers on the topic, but it was a bit presumptuous to foist it on you all as a “poem”, as 
Veronica hints. Yes, it’s a ballad, and in Shakespearian blank verse (more or less) – not a prose poem. But real 
poems are about the feelings evoked by trees and flowers etc – anything else is crypto-propaganda. 

Catching up on my homework, I’ve just discovered that my “expertise” is half  a century out of  date. Nobody 
talks of  “junk” DNA nowadays (the 50% of  the human genome that doesn’t code for proteins, and is what 
DNA fingerprinting hinges on) To call it junk is like calling the non-manufacturing part of  the nation’s workforce 
unproductive. So my use of  Kater Murr (the self-made tomcat) as a metaphor for the Human Condition is awfully 
unfair – and probably invalid. Pity, because I thought that allusion to Macbeth at the end was rather nifty. :-) 
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Adele Duffield

All about the Tops

An excited tug at Mum’s hemline  
and a hug of her American Tan legs, 
she clicks the key, unlocks the door, 
while my eyes survey the red tiled floor, 
looking left, tucked behind the old porch pillar, 
in a plastic basket, two pint bottles stand. 
My eyes widen at the creamy colour within, 
each with a perfectly defined line of separation.  
But again, today, I wasn’t there first! 
The greedy garden birds with pointy beaks, 
pecked the silver foil into jagged peaks, 
just enough to sneak in and steal some Tops. 
I carry one bottle inside, keeping it steady, 
as ice-cold drips drop from the bottom, 
a bowl of golden cornflakes and a sprinkle of sugar  
wait ready. Dad gives me a wink and smiles 
as he pours that precious nectar on top, 
thick creamy milk sits cupped by each flake, 
as a spoonful of dreamy sweetness reaches my lips. 
I close my eyes in joy for that unforgettable taste.

–––––––––––––––––––

ROGER 
“American tan “ fixes it perfectly; were sixties’ tights ever any other colour? You call it ‘Tops’, our family 

called it ‘top-off ’ and like you prized it , homogenised out of  our lives. Another highly detailed, well told , piece 
of  nostalgia. 

SUE
A good reconstruction of  an innocent and happy childhood memory. 

VERONICA
I remember it well! Not only the American Tan of  the 60s but, even earlier, the anticipation of  breakfast 

cream only to find the birds have got there first.  I like the details, and I do quite miss buying bottles with top-of-
the-milk, as we called it.  You capture a childhood memory that many will share. Thank you. 

LESLEY
A childhood memory of  the milk delivery and anticipation of  being the recipient of  the cream at the top of  

the milk bottles. Those pesky birds got to it again but only took a little. I’m sure those of  us who remember the 
milk being delivered had similar experiences. 

The rhyming is not evident in each line so I’m not sure (not being an expert in poetry forms) if  this is a 
particular style/format? Enjoyed reading it, though. 
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IAN
Marvellous!  
Those Were The Days… when milk was delivered to your door. And nobody knew what saturated fats were, 

or cared: they were things not to be had for love or money during the decade of  rationing that was the 1940s. 
Mother was usually a bit afraid of  the milk if  the birds had pecked the cap. She’d read of  psittachosis – and 

that was one more thing she didn’t want. Besides which, “you didn’t know where those beaks had been!” 
So most of  the “top of  milk” got poured away down the sink, and the rest shaken up in the bottle. But she 

did buy cartons of  Double Cream, which she and I had by the spoonful…! 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Roger Gould

Ted
Child abuse in the forties
left him tetraplegic;
austerity limb prosthetics
lateral wires secured by washers
velvet surgery on both ears.
Red wool two piece suit
hand knitted secured by
metal buttons hiding pop-studs.
Like most long-term damaged
when no longer needed
moved through homes
ignored by family and society;
parked and forgotten.

He stands at the window
to show he cares.
His suit a red reproach
dust stained
more holes than stitches
too fragile to wash
its moth munched back
turned on the author 
of his neglect and shame.

There must have been a time
between love and sentimentality
when he should have gone.
I reconstruct
his suit, lovingly,
with darning wool
that our latter years
may reward his loyalty.

Roger J Gould
4.6.20

–––––––––––––––––––

SUE
Yes! An inspired piece of  re-visioning that makes me notice and care and pause for thought. This one is a 

keeper. 
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VERONICA
What a life for your poor old Ted!  You express serious hints of  less-loved human childhood throughout the 

poem.  ‘His suit a red reproach’ is a telling line.  I am so glad it ends well for him and redeems you! 

LESLEY
A sad poem about a badly abused and, mostly, forgotten child/man. Is it something from your own 

experience, perhaps caring for such a person? At first I wondered why Ted would continue to wear the same red 
knitted suit. On re-reading I thought that maybe the suit was one he had in childhood that for some reason had 
been kept, and your darning was an act of  compassion that, perhaps, Ted had not received in his lifetime. 
Something to show that someone did care about him. 

I haven’t commented on the structure of  the poem but the content raised a lot of  questions in my mind. I 
don’t know what the phrase ‘velvet surgery on both ears’ means. 

ADELE
Unless I am mistaken, this poem is about your own abuse of  your teddy bear as a child and probable neglect 

through life since.  I am pleased that it is such, rather than Ian’s interpretation from an initial read.  Beautifully 
put together in delightful images with close attention to detail.  I love it.  I might add that I have an original teddy 
from when I was 3 or 4 years old and he is as big as I was then.  He sits in the corner of  my bedroom, and still 
has a growl every now and then if  he feels abandoned for too long! 

IAN
How could I have got the sense of  the poem so laughably wrong? I’m glad I’m not the only one to have done 

so – though that could be the fault of  my one-liners introducing each poem. 
In my own defence I can only say that I’ve worked as a mental health nurse, looking after children with severe 

learning difficulties, and also in the Police Department of  the Home Office, where I was a forensic scientist. I’ve 
seen things you wouldn’t want to. Roger’s poem resonated with me powerfully, in a way that Veronica and Adele 
make me realise was wholly unintended. I daren’t tell you the memories it dredged up. 

To lighten the mood, I recall the little boy who named his teddy Willingly after it had undergone eye surgery. 
“Why Willingly?” said his mother. 
“Cos we learnt a new hymn at school today: Willingly, Thy Cross-Eyed Bear”. 
(…The old ones are the best.) 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Lesley Pemberton

GENTLE LOVE

What is this gentle feeling?
No passionate abandonment
That I always considered was right
Who can tell me the meaning?
Who can give me insight?

Is this love that I’m feeling?
A quiet contentment
That I know deep within me today
You can show me the meaning
You can lead me the way

For love is what we make it
We have to give and take it
No other force can shake it
If we know that it is right

–––––––––––––––––––

ROGER 
Lesley 
The first two verses are lyrical, thoughtful and cleverly constructed. The third verse shocks with its change in 

beat and the rhyme scheme but, whereas the first two verses reflect, the third informs and, for me, jars. Is the 
writer making the best of  a bad job by settling for this relationship? It  didn’t feel that way in verses 1+2. 

SUE
This feels like a song lyric (is this a genre you’re interested in? You’ve chosen song lyrics as a couple of  your 

guest poems recently…) 

VERONICA
An expression of  love more akin to Heaney’s sentiments than Hacker’s.  As a poem it lacks form, although no 

one can disagree with its content. Is this an early one, Lesley? 

ADELE
This poem almost sounds like it is from a song.  I think the line ‘Is this love that I’m feeling’ probably is from 

a song, even if  you didn’t know that when you wrote it.  It is indeed a gentle poem for a gentle topic and is rather 
pleasing.  I wonder whether you could repeat the word ‘show’ in the second verse as ‘lead me the way’ doesn’t 
quite work.  Because you have other repetitions with a purpose, that work, I don’t feel it would be out of  place, 
though I don’t normally like repeats and try to avoid this generally (and have been advised by my peers to avoid it 
too).  Just a minor point. 

IAN
This poem evokes for me the view of  the sea I have on my daily walks along the West Cliff  promenade. A sea 

that has moods according to the force of  the wind. This is one of  the calm moods. Though in verse 3 I’m not so 
sure. 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Sue Thomason

Part of a train journey 

The train stitches a long seam 
from Northeast to Southwest: 
whirrm...  whirrm... 

Outside, the land wheels past 
like a record stuck in the groove 
of field, wall, field, wall, field, wall, field hedge 
and over it all a pale sky 
curdled with clouds that curve 
away behind me, back towards morning. 

The hills have a long fetch, 
a calm rise and fall 
like the swell of an open sea; 
sheep sit placid as gulls 
on the tilting surface 
of windpolished green, 
undisturbed by the long rush 
of the land’s passing. 

Rooks eddy raggedly away, 
rabbits bounce off like skipped stones. 
Only the land itself advances; 
curious, unafraid 
and suddenly darting closer 
as the way narrows 
to a slit full of frothing trees 
roaring past in spate, 

then the tunnel. Darkness 
and my own face pale in the glass, 
trapped back inside. 

––––––––––––––––––– 

ROGER 
So many clever images. I like the idea of  the train allowing the countryside to flow past it/ The change to 

darkness is neatly done, and the sense of  being forced to return to the train from mental wanderings outside is 
good. 

VERONICA
The first line immediately grabs my attention with its originality and I remember that this has come out of  

your interest in machining patchwork, the pattern of  field, wall, field, wall forming a patchwork on the land as it 
passes by the window. Then you change the metaphor to one of  the sea, so much so that I first misread the word 
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‘rooks’ as rocks. I’m not sure that the third verse works quite as well, perhaps as you mix verb endings (‘advances’ 
and ‘darting’).  I like way you narrow the poem down through the banks to the tunnel to end with your own 
reflection. 

LESLEY
There is some powerful imagery in the poem. 
The ‘...field, wall, field, wall, field, wall, field hedge’ evokes the chugging of  a steam train/the large wheels 

turning. 
A good contrast of  all that’s in view outside the train as it travels along – then, in the tunnel, just a pale 

reflection in the window. 
I have a phobia about being underground or in tunnels, the feeling of  being ‘trapped’ rings so true for me. If  

safe to do so I close my eyes until emerging into light again. 

ADELE
Love the line ‘curdled with clouds that curve’, Sue.  This poem is perfectly rhythmic like the picture you 

describe, either a swirling sky or a swelling sea, and all links perfectly with the rhythm we all know when in a train 
on the tracks.  Very drifty and I think it works well.  Just like the sudden jolt we all get without expecting it when 
a tunnel is entered and brings the poem to an end.  Very realistic. 

IAN
A veteran of  many childhood train journeys, this poem stitches deep into my memory. Right up to that 

confrontation with a spectre of  yourself  the moment the train hits a tunnel. Then you realise the spectre was out 
there all the time, but the world distracted you from seeing it. 

To those drawn to thinking of  God as a Higher Self  (“I Am”) and given to precocious speculation, this was a 
sort of  revelation. I could never again look at the passing view in quite the same way.
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